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ORAP 7.35 STATEMENT 

This motion is brought on an emergency basis. Unless the Court acts to 

stay enforcement of OAR 330-015-1000, Vapor Technology Association, 

Smokeless Solutions, LLC, and Vape Crusaders Premium E-Liquid, LLC, along 

with numerous Oregon businesses and residents, will suffer severe and 

irreparable harm long before the rule can be subjected to full judicial review 

pursuant to ORS 183.400. Smokeless Solutions and Vape Crusaders anticipate 

that unless stayed pending judicial review, OAR 330-015-1000 will force the 

permanent closure of their businesses within the next two weeks. 

Petitioners have notified opposing counsel and provided a courtesy copy 

of this motion via email, with service to follow by U.S. Mail. 

MOTION 

Vapor Technology Association, Smokeless Solutions, LLC and Vape 

Crusaders Premium E-Liquid, LLC have sought judicial review of OAR 

330-015-1000, a temporary administrative rule promulgated by the Oregon 

Health Authority that, among other things, prohibits the sale of “flavored 

vaping products.” In conjunction with that ORS 183.400 petition, and pursuant 

to the Court’s inherent authority, petitioners move for an order staying 

enforcement of the challenged rule pending judicial review, on grounds that 

petitioners will suffer irreparable harm absent a stay and can demonstrate (at the 

very least) colorable error with the rule. 
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This motion is supported by the accompanying Memorandum in Support 

and the Declaration of Elizabeth A. Weber, co-owner of Smokeless Solutions 

and Vape Crusaders. 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

Vapor Technology Association, an industry trade group, and Oregon 

vape-shop owners and vapor-product manufacturers Smokeless Solutions, LLC 

and Vape Crusaders Premium E-Liquid, LLC bring this motion to stay the 

enforcement of Oregon Health Authority temporary administrative rule OAR 

330-015-1000, which establishes a “prohibition on flavored vaping products” 

(the “Vaping Prohibition”).  

The Vaping Prohibition, assertedly enacted in response to a lung-disease 

outbreak that the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention principally attribute 

to THC-based1 vaping products, makes it unlawful to sell or offer for sale any 

flavored nicotine vaping products—a popular (and substantially safer) 

alternative to traditional cigarettes. The Prohibition, however, is both under-

inclusive and over-inclusive. It is under-inclusive because it does not attempt to 

address what the “latest national and state findings” show: “products containing 

 
1 “THC,” short for tetrahydrocannabinol, is the chemical responsible for most of 

cannabis’ psychological effects. 
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THC, particularly those obtained off the street or from other informal sources 

. . . are linked to most of the cases [of lung disease] and play a major role in the 

outbreak.”2 (Petitioners here do not sell THC products.) And it is over-inclusive 

because although OHA cites concerns about underage use of vaping products, it 

contains no provisions relating to minors and instead is a blanket ban on 

flavored vaping products. These defects alone render the Vaping Prohibition 

unsupportable, although the Court need not wade into these issues to stay 

enforcement.  

Instead, the Prohibition is invalid because OHA lacked a statutory basis 

to promulgate it. None of the statutes that it cited as authority for the Prohibition 

grant OHA the power to engage in the broad policymaking it undertook here.  

The Vaping Prohibition will produce the unrecoverable closure of vapor-

products stores throughout Oregon. Unless stayed in anticipation of judicial 

review, it will destroy the nearly $216 million nicotine-vapor-products industry 

in Oregon, harming the many law-abiding retailers, manufacturers, and 

distributors of vapor products located in the State—like petitioners Smokeless 

Solutions and Vape Crusaders. It also will heighten the health risks to the 

 
2 CDC, Outbreak of Lung Injury Associated with E-Cigarette Use, or Vaping, 

(updated Oct. 11, 2019 at 1:00 pm.), 

https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/basic_information/e-cigarettes/severe-lung-

disease.html.  

https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/basic_information/e-cigarettes/severe-lung-disease.html
https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/basic_information/e-cigarettes/severe-lung-disease.html
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public, both by eliminating a safer alternative to smoking and by forcing those 

who wish to use vapor products to obtain them “from . . . informal sources”—the 

very genesis of the health outbreak OHA cited to justify its ban. 

The Court should act quickly to stay the Vaping Prohibition pending full 

judicial review. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Court may stay enforcement of a challenged rule. 

The Court of Appeals has the “inherent authority” to stay enforcement of 

an administrative rule pending judicial review of that rule’s validity. Nw. Title 

Loans, LLC v. Div of Fin. And Corp. Secs., 180 Or App 1, 12, 42 P3d 313 

(2002);3 see also Blair v. Blair, 199 Or 273, 287, 247 P2d 883 (1953); Helms 

Groover & Dubber Co. v. Copenhagen, 93 Or 410, 416, 177 P 935 (1919); 

Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 149 Or App. 498, 501, 943 P2d 634 (1997). 

A showing of irreparable harm is required for a stay. Nw. Title Loans, 180 

Or App at 13. The Court of Appeals also has suggested (albeit in dicta) that a 

petitioner may need to establish a colorable claim of error as well. Id. at 13 n.7 

(discussing the criteria for a stay but declining to decide the elements because 

 
3 The Court of Appeals later withdrew its Northwestern Title Loans decision by 

unpublished order because the underlying controversy was ultimately found to 

be moot. See Lovelace v. Board of Parole, 183 Or App 283, 288 n.3, 51 P3d 

1269 (2002). The Court, however, has continued to cite the portions of the 

Northwestern Title Loans opinion “that remain persuasive.” Id. 
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there was no showing of irreparable harm). A “colorable claim” is “something 

less than a showing that the petitioner is reasonably likely to prevail on appeal.” 

Evans v. OSP, 87 Or App 514, 525–26, 743 P2d 168 (1987); see also State ex 

rel Juv. Dept. v. Balderas, 172 Or App 223, 229, 18 P3d 434 (2001) (describing 

“seemingly valid, genuine, or plausible [claim] of error or substantial and 

nonfrivolous [claim] of error.”). 

Whether a stay requires a showing of irreparable harm alone, or 

irreparable harm along with a colorable claim of error, the result is the same: 

Petitioners clear both hurdles with room to spare. 

II. Petitioners will suffer irreparable harm absent a stay.  

The devastating harm that petitioners—and Oregon vape shops 

generally—will suffer is plain from the face of the Vaping Prohibition. For 

Oregon’s $216 million vapor-products industry, the Prohibition is an extinction-

level event that cannot be repaired ex post. See Alum. Cooking Utensil Co. v. 

City of No. Bend, 210 Or 412, 421, 311 P2d 464 (1957) (enjoining enforcement 

of anti-soliciting ordinance to prevent plaintiffs from going out of business). 

The ban on the sale of flavored vaping products in Oregon is causing vapor-

products retailers across the state to close their doors and order employees to stay 

home. Each day the ban remains in place will see more closures and further 

layoffs. And those closures will become permanent if the Vaping Prohibition is 
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not stayed—destroying an entire industry, and the livelihoods of those employed 

by it. The loss of business revenues and goodwill constitutes irreparable harm. 

See Winslow v. Fleischner, 110 Or 554, 563, 223 P 922 (1924) (noting that an 

injury “is irreparable when it cannot be adequately compensated in damages, or 

when there exists no certain pecuniary standard for the measurement of damages 

due to the nature of the injury itself”). 

For individual vape-shop owners, the unexpected and prolonged loss of 

their business will yield financial crisis and business ruin. The story of 

Elizabeth Weber, co-owner of Smokeless Solutions, which owns two vapor 

products stores in Oregon, and Vape Crusaders, is illustrative of the irreparable 

harm being worked by the Vaping Prohibition. Inspired to help others quit 

smoking combustible cigarettes, her husband opened his first store in Roseburg, 

Oregon, in 2014.4 Weber became co-owner of the business in June 2015.5 

“Before the ban,” Weber’s shops “typically had revenues of $1,900 to$2,500 

per day”; the day the ban went into effect revenue plummeted to “only $600.”6 

“That revenue will not cover the cost of the business inventory or employee 

wages”; indeed, Weber’s “labor costs alone were greater than what [she] 

 
4 Exhibit 1 (Decl. of Elizabeth A. Weber (October 16, 2019)) ¶¶ 4–5. 

5 Weber Decl. ¶ 4. 

6 Weber Decl. ¶ 10. 
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grossed for the day in revenues.”7 

 The effect of the Vaping Prohibition, on Smokeless Solutions, Vape 

Crusaders, and vape shop retailers across Oregon, is clear: permanent closure. 

As Weber states, she “will have to close [her] stores in the next two weeks if the 

ban continues.”8 The businesses will lose their leases, which, if they are unable 

to escape them, will cost $38,000 in saving that Weber and her husband do not 

have.9 Put simply, “[i]f the ban remains in place, [Weber] will be forced to 

close [her] stores permanently because [she] will not make sufficient revenue to 

pay [the] leases, much less generate any profit, from sales of tobacco-flavored 

vapor products only.”10 

Weber’s testimony forecloses any argument by OHA that her business’ 

extinction is somehow speculative because the Vaping Prohibition only covers 

flavored nicotine vaping products. Since her first vapor shop opened, non-

tobacco-flavored products “have accounted for more than 75 percent of [her] 

gross revenue.”11 Without being free to sell flavored nicotine vapor products, 

 
7 Id.  

8 Id.  

9 Weber Decl. ¶ 11. 

10 Weber Decl. ¶ 8. 

11 Id. 
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Weber’s stores will close. 

The threatened extinction of vapor-product shops as a result of the Vaping 

Prohibition detailed by Ms. Weber—which will play out across the hundreds of 

vapor products shops across Oregon—constitutes irreparable harm. See Alum. 

Cooking Utensil Co., 210 Or at 21 (“In the contemplation of the law, the 

humble business possessed by a . . . salesman is as much entitled to the 

protecting arm of a court of equity as the impressive establishments found in a 

metropolis.”); see also Von Weidlein, 16 Or App at 88 (petitioners’ affidavit 

declaring likelihood of bankruptcy if state order was not stayed demonstrated a 

“substantial showing of high probability of irreparable injury”); 11A Charles A. 

Wright et al., Federal Practice & Procedure § 2948.1 (3d ed.) (“[W]hen the 

potential economic loss is so great as to threaten the existence of the moving 

party's business, then a preliminary injunction may be granted. . . .”).  

Further, for all retailers of vapor products, the Vaping Prohibition likely 

will harm the relationships they have formed with customers and the supply 

chains they have established with vapor product wholesalers. A company’s 

inability to supply products as advertised can alienate actual and potential 

customers, meaning a company would “suffer some irreparable harm in the form 

of loss of client relationships.” Brinton Bus. Ventures, Inc. v. Searle, 248 F Supp 

3d 1029, 1039 (D Or 2017). So too can it push customers to turn to 
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competitors—like cigarette manufacturers—not laboring under the same 

handicaps. See, e.g., id.; Stuhlbarg Int’l Sales Co., Inc. v. John D. Brush & Co., 

Inc., 240 F3d 832, 841 (9th Cir 2001) (“Evidence of threatened loss of 

prospective customers or goodwill certainly supports a finding of the possibility 

of irreparable harm.”). Indeed, Weber is worried about the Vaping Prohibition’s 

“effect on the health and safety of [her] customers” for this precise reason: 

some have told her “they will return to smoking combustible cigarettes,” while 

others “have stated that they will turn to the black market to seek out e-

cigarettes.”12 

Swift judicial action is needed to prevent irreparable harm to petitioners 

Smokeless Solutions and Vape Crusaders, along with vapor products retailers 

across Oregon, their employees, and the customers who rely on their products. 

III. Petitioners can readily establish a colorable claim of error. 

The showing of irreparable harm should be sufficient to obtain a stay. But 

even if the Court were to consider whether petitioners have raised a colorable 

claim of error with the Vaping Prohibition, that is no impediment to relief. The 

Prohibitions is invalid because, among other things, it exceeds OHA’s statutory 

authority. See ORS 183.400(4) (exceeding statutory authority a ground for 

 
12 Weber Decl. ¶ 15. 
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facial challenge to a rule).13 This infirmity is dispositive—to say nothing of a 

“colorable” claim of error sufficient for a stay. Von Weidlein, 16 Or App at 88–

89 (granting stay). 

Perhaps unnecessary to say, but an agency only can exercise the power 

granted to it; and any rule the agency adopts cannot exceed that authority. See 

Oregon Ass’n of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine v. Board of 

Chiropractors, 260 Or App 676, 678, 320 P3d 575 (2014). The authority an 

agency has must be either “‘expressed or implied in the particular law being 

administered.’” Id. (quoting Planned Parenthood Assn. v. Dept. of Human Res., 

297 Or 562, 565, 687 P2d 785 (1984)); see also SAIF v. Shipley, 326 Or 557, 

561, 955 P2d 244 (1998) (holding that “an agency has only those powers that 

the legislature grants and cannot exercise authority that it does not have”). 

OHA has identified five statutes as its authority to enact the Vaping 

Prohibition: ORS 183.360, ORS 413.042, ORS 431.110, ORS 431.141, and 

 
13 There are additional defects in the Vaping Prohibition, although they are not 

the subject of this motion. For example, the Prohibition is arbitrary and 

capricious because it was enacted without due regard to relevant facts and 

circumstances, and because it is both under- and over-inclusive in light of its 

stated purpose. 

 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=502560327931786011&q=%22ors+183.400%22&hl=en&as_sdt=4,38&as_ylo=2010&as_yhi=2014
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=502560327931786011&q=%22ors+183.400%22&hl=en&as_sdt=4,38&as_ylo=2010&as_yhi=2014
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ORS 431A.010. See OAR 333-015-1000 (listing under “Statutory/Other 

Authority”). None grant OHA the power to enact the Prohibition14:  

ORS 183.360:  This statute does not delegate any powers to OHA. 

Rather, it mandates that the Secretary of State “compile, index, and publish all 

rules adopted by each agency.” ORS 183.360(1). It also provides guidance as to 

the publication schedule and formatting. ORS 183.360(1)–(3). In short, this 

statute contemplates the publication of enacted administrative rules; it does not 

authorize the enactment of rules. 

ORS 413.042:  Although this statute delegates rule-making authority to 

OHA,15 the delegation does not provide it with authority to enact any 

administrative rules it so chooses. Rather, OHA’s rule-making power is limited 

to “rules necessary for the administration of the laws that the Oregon Health 

Authority is charged with administering.” ORS 412.042. Thus, this statute alone 

does not provide the requisite delegation for OHA to enact the Vaping 

Prohibition. Instead, OHA would have to also identify the specific law(s) that it 

 
14 OHA also cites the Governor’s Executive Order addressing vaping as 

“authority” for the Vaping Production. That Order, of course, is not “statutory 

authority” for an administrative rule. See ORS 183.400(4)(b). 

15 ORS 413.042 provides: “In accordance with applicable provisions of ORS 

chapter 183, the Director of the Oregon Health Authority may adopt rules 

necessary for the administration of the laws that the Oregon Health Authority is 

charged with administering.” 
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is charged with administering, for which the Vaping Prohibition is necessary. 

See, e.g., Adamson v. Oregon Health Authority, 289 Or App 501, 502–05, 412 

P3d 1193 (2017) (recognizing that ORS 413.042 provides rulemaking authority 

“to carry out the statutes it is charged with administering” and reviewing the 

specific legislative grants governing coordinated care organizations to assess 

challenged rule). The remaining statutes cited by OHA do not satisfy that 

requirement. 

ORS 431.110:  This statute delineates the “general powers and duties of 

[the] Oregon Health Authority.”16 Most of the express powers have no relation 

to the Temporary Rule: 

• ensuring the statewide and local application of 

the foundational capabilities established under 

ORS 431.131; 

• administering the foundational programs 

established under ORS 431.141; 

• overseeing and providing support for the 

implementation of the foundational programs 

established under ORS 431.141; 

• conducting sanitary surveys about and 

investigations on the causes and prevent of 

diseases; 

 
16 A companion statute ORS 431.115 provides additional instruction as to how 

OHA is to “fulfill[] its duties under ORS 431.110.” The Oregon Legislature 

provides a lengthy list of the particular steps OHA must take to fulfill its duties, 

but notably none include plenary rule-making authority.  
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• investigating in connection with annexations 

proposed by cities; 

• having the authority to send a representative of 

the authority to any part of the state;  

• having full power in the control of all 

communicable diseases; and  

• publishing and distributing to the public 

information related to the functions and duties 

of the authority.  

See ORS 431.110(2)–(9). 

One provision, ORS 431.110(1), provides that OHA shall “[h]ave direct 

supervision of all matters relating to the preservation of life and health of the 

people of the state.” “Supervision,” of course, does not mean “power to enact 

regulations.” If the Legislature intended that OHA have the power to enact 

regulations relating to “of all matters relating to the preservation of life and 

health of the people of the state,” the Legislature would have said so. Instead, 

the Legislature provided a more constrained rule-making authority in ORS 

413.042—limited to promulgating rules “necessary for the administration of the 

laws that the Oregon Health Authority is charged with administering.” See 

generally See Oregon Newspaper Publishers Ass’n v. Peterson, 244 Or 116, 

123, 415 P2d 21, 24 (1966) (“In the absence of a statute which grants a 

presumption of validity to administrative regulations, an administrative agency 

must, when its rule-making power is challenged, show that its regulation falls 
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within a clearly defined statutory grant of authority. The reason behind this rule 

is that the people, by adopting the state constitution, conferred upon the 

Legislative Assembly the power to legislate. Therefore this power is not by 

implication to be delegated to nonelective officers.” (citations omitted) 

(emphasis added)). 

Were ORS 431.110(1) a valid statutory basis for the Vaping Prohibition, 

it would mean the Legislature completely (and impermissibly) delegated away 

its own legislative power—and did so sub silentio. So too would it mean that 

OHA, under the standard of enacting rules related to the “health of the people of 

the state,” could ban any product it believed created a public-health issue. A few 

come readily to mind: non-electric vehicles (childhood asthma), aluminum foil 

(Alzheimer’s), coffee (cysts and gout), cell phones (brain cancer), alcohol (liver 

disease), salt (blood pressure), butter (stroke and heart attack), and margarine 

(heart disease). And it would permit OHA to make those judgments through 

temporary administrative rules where the safeguards are limited. Nothing in 

ORS 431.110 (or any of the statutes OHA has cited) contemplates that broad 

grant of executive policymaking. 

The Supreme Court of Oregon concurs. In Crane v. School District No. 

14 of Tillamook County, 95 Or 644, 188 P. 712 (1920) (en banc), the Court 

considered whether the Oregon public-health department had the power to close 
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schools to battle an influenza epidemic, given its “general supervision of the 

interests of the health and life of citizens” and its power to enact quarantine 

regulations. Id. at 653 (internal quotation marks omitted). The Court said no, 

and its reasoning is worth quoting at some length: 

Although the state board is given ‘general supervision 

of the interests of the health and life of the citizens of 

the state,’ that provision should not be construed to 

mean that it alone has power to close the public 

schools of the state. Such authority would be very 

broad and farreaching, and would have to be read into 

the statute by construction. If it had been the intent of 

the Legislature to confer such a vast power upon the 

state board of health, it should have used language far 

more specific and certain than that appearing in the 

sections quoted. In every school district in the state 

there are three or more directors, of more or less 

prominence, elected by the people, who are in close 

and active touch with conditions in their respective 

district, and who have general charge and supervision 

of the schools. 

Id. at 644. So too with the Vaping Prohibition. 

ORS 431.141:  This statute authorizes OHA to establish “foundational 

programs,” ORS 431.141, which are public health programs that are necessary 

to assess, protect, or improve the health of the residents of this state, ORS 

431.0003(2). The Vaping Prohibition does not purport to establish such a 

“foundational program.” 

ORS 431A.010:  This statute permits OHA to “enforce public health 

laws.” It therefore is not a delegation to create new public-health rules 
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generally, or the Vaping Prohibition specifically. Instead, it provides 

enforcement powers with respect to other statutes governing public health.  

Were there any doubt that OHA lacked the statutory basis to promulgate 

the Vaping Prohibition, the Governor’s Executive Order resolves it. That Order 

directed the Authority to “develop legislative proposals” to “clarify and expand 

OHA’s authority to take action when a harm or risk to the public’s health is 

present.” Executive Order No. 19-09 (1)(g) (emphases added).17 One imagines 

the Governor would not have told OHA to “expand” its powers if she simply 

could have pointed OHA to an existing statute giving it the authority to 

promulgate the Vaping Prohibition. And it is the legislature, not the executive, 

that can expand (or contract) an agency’s authority.  

CONCLUSION 

“The tendency of administrators to expand the scope of their operations 

is perhaps as natural as nature’s well-known abhorrence of a vacuum. But no 

matter how highly motivated it may be, the tendency to make law without a 

clear direction to do so must be curbed by the overriding constitutional 

requirement that substantial changes in the law be made solely by the 

Legislative Assembly, or by the people.” Oregon Newspaper Publishers Ass’n, 

244 Or at 123–24. The Vaping Prohibition, no matter how well-intentioned it 

 
17 A copy of Executive Order No. 19-09 is attached as Exhibit 2. 
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may be, effects just such a “substantial change” in the law without the requisite 

statutory authority to do so. And notwithstanding the fact that OHA has labeled 

the Prohibition a “temporary” measure, it will cause severe and permanent 

harm to vape shop owners across Oregon, including Smokeless Solutions and 

Vape Crusaders, long before it can be subjected to full judicial review by the 

Court. 

Accordingly, the Court should grant the motion to stay.  

DATED this 16th day of October 2019 

 

 Respectfully submitted,  

 /s  David H. Angeli                  

 ANGELI LAW GROUP LLC 

 DAVID H. ANGELI, OSB No. 020244 

 KRISTEN TRANETZKI, OSB No. 115730 

 TYLER P. FRANCIS, OSB No. 162519 

 

 WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP 

 Joseph M. Terry  

   (pro hac vice forthcoming) 

 David Riskin  

   (pro hac vice forthcoming)  

  

Attorneys for Petitioners Vapor Technology 

Association and Vape Crusaders Premium E-

Liquid, LLC 
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